
 

 

 
 

English  

 Read each day 

 Year 5 / Year 6 expected end of year 
spellings  

 Keep a diary 

 Write a recount about your day/week. 

 Review a book/film  
 
Resources to support learning can be found 
on Twinkl. 
 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/ 

 

Maths  

 Maths Skills Year 5/Year 6 

 White Rose Planning: - Decimals and 
percentages -  Page 37 Understand 
Percentages until the end of the unit  

  
Maths tutorials to support with the work 
above on available by clicking the URL in the 
maths folder. 
 
TES and Twinkl have resources to support 
learning  
 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/ 
 
https://www.tes.com/ 

 
 

Science  
WALT – describe the movement of the Earth 
and other planets, relative to the Sun in the 
Solar System 

1. Read slide show 5 
2. Define a year – this could be pictures, 

diagrams or written explanations.  
3. Calculate how old you would be on 

each planet. Look at Boris Slide to help 
you. 

WALT – describe the movement of the Moon 
relative to the Earth  

1. Look at slide show 6 
2. What is the moon? 
3. Draw the different moon phases 

(shapes) as they orbit the moon 
4. Label your diagram 
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Art 
Walt – add detail into cityscape ink drawing  

1. Look at slide show 5 
2. Toward the end of the PP look at the 

examples 
3. Drawn an outline of a cityscape then 

add your fine detail/pattern. 
Walt – create a cityscape with any media of 
choice. (pen, pencils, paper, paint etc) 

1. Look at slide show 6 
2. Research your favourite cityscape 
3. Draw your cityscape with any of the 

techniques (pen, pencil, reflection, 
paint, layered paper) 

 
 

PE 
Keep active during this time off. At least 30 
minutes of exercise if possible.  
 
Why not complete a small circuit?  
 
Do the circuit for a minute at each station 
with a 30 second break in-between. 
 

1. Plank 
2. Step ups 
3. Star jumps 
4. Throw a ball and catch it 
5. Sit ups 
6. Press ups 
7. High knees 
8. Heel flicks 

 
Search on Google for different ideas!  
Don’t forget Joe Wicks is airing free children’s 
workouts 9:00am Monday – Friday on his 
YouTube channel ‘The Body Coach TV’. Looks 
fun! 

Religious Studies  
WALT – find how belonging to a faith affects 
your actions 

1. Read slide show 4 
2. List 5 different religions 
3. Imagine giving 10% of your pocket 

money to charity – which charity 
would you choose and why? 

4. Who does it help? 
5. Why do you think the work of this 

charity is important? 
6. How do you think giving money to 

charity would make you feel? 
WALT – explore how faith is expressed 
through worship 

1. Read slide show 5 
2. Describe each of the following and 

draw a picture for each: Yad, Cantor, 
Rabbi, Ark, Star of David and Torah.  

 

French  
On ‘Twinkl’ there are many resources for:- 

1. Weather 
2. Clothing 
3. Numbers 
4. Seasons  
5. Months  

Self Care  
 

 Stick to a routine 

 Keep on top of your hygiene 

 Talk to your friends and family  

 Play games 
 

 



These are the areas we have been covering in 
Class 4. 
 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/ 
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